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KOREAN EYE 2020: 
Contemporary Korean Art 

Eunha Kim, Bon Appetit, 2019, Clothes collage, abandoned clothes, 173.5 x 136.7 x 24 cm

June 2021



Helena Parada Kim, Torn Hanbok, 2018, Oil on linen, 180 x 130 cm

Creativity and Daydream, an exhibition of 
South Korean emerging and established 
contemporary artists opened in March 2020 
at The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, 
in October at Saatchi Gallery, London and in 
June 2021 at Lotte World Tower Mall, Seoul.

This collection of emerging and established South Korean 
contemporary artists, curated by Dr Dimitri Ozerkov, 
Head of Contemporary Art, the State Hermitage 
Museum, Serenella Ciclitira, CEO and Founder, Parallel 
Contemporary Art and Philly Adams, Director, 
Saatchi Gallery, began its international tour in the spring 
of 2020 with 16 artists. The exhibition has expanded 
at each iteration along its tour, rounding off with this 
homecoming in Seoul in which 26 artists are included. 

Coinciding with the 30th anniversary of diplomatic 
relations between Korea and Russia and supporting the 
Hermitage’s 20/21 Project, the Hermitage and PCA joined 
forces to showcase the country’s artistic achievement. 
The exhibition features a fascinating array of talent en-
compassing painting, sculpture, installation, embroidery, 
ceramics, performance, video and 
photography. 

The Hermitage 20/21 project’s goal is to collect, exhibit 
and study contemporary art, as well as to build the 
museum’s contemporary art collection. Among the works 
in the Hermitage collection are sculptures by Louise 
Bourgeois and Antony Gormley, the archive of drawings 
by Dmitri Prigov, installations and graphic works by Ilya 
and Emilia Kabakov. Dr Dimitri Ozerkov underlines his 
enthusiasm for staging some of South Korea’s freshest 
talent at The Hermitage. “Selected by an international 
curatorial team, works by South Korean artists have 
never before been exhibited in Russia”, he says by way 
of explanation. “We tried our best to bring over the 
most interesting works by cutting-edge artists.” 

Serenella Ciclitira is excited that this project commenced 
at one of the world’s most prestigious art institutions, 
travelled to the iconic Saatchi gallery and now 
concludes at one of South Korea’s best known landmarks. 
She enthuses about the significance of this opportunity 
for burgeoning and recognised talent to hold their own 
among world famous artists housed at the Hermitage 
and exhibited at Saatchi. “This very exciting exhibition 
is not intended to depict fully the contemporary South 
Korean art scene of the moment but wants to introduce 
young and emerging as well as established artists to a 
global platform”, she asserts. “Working in a variety of 
primary mediums while exploring new approaches and 
objectives, the artists, through their works, are offering us 
a snapshot of the spectrum and multifaceted nature of 
present day South Korean contemporary art.”

  

Hyojin Park, Wisdom, 2020, paper, pigment, 94 x 110 cm

Hun Kyu Kim, Don’t be afraid my love, 2017, pigment on silk, 105 x 140 cm
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The works on display include photography by Gosari, 
whose visuals explore space manipulation. Photographs 
and a video piece from Jungho Oak humorously play on 
questions of culture and aggression via his video ‘Freak 
Show’. Award-winning artist and academic Young In Hong 
displays her intricate works. By working across 
photography, sewing, garment-making techniques and 
painting, Young In Hong’s multifaceted artistic practice 
references South Korean craftsmanship and traditional 
textile history. Representing the South Korean tradition of 
artists’ use of unusual mediums, Sekyung Lee presents a 
series of ceramics decorated with intricate patterns made 
from human hair. In revealing how art can transverse 
various categorisations, Lee explains, “Hair on a dish may 
make one frown and spoil one’s appetite. My work lends 
new meaning to the coexistence of these two elements.” 

K-POP STARS FEATURING IN KOREAN EYE EXHIBITION

The exhibition’s curators discovered the artistic, 
multi-disciplinary talent of some of K-pop’s most 
recognised names and selected Ohnim (Mino, Winner), 
HENRY LAU (Henry, formerly of Super Junior-M) and 
Yoo yeon (Seung Yoon, Winner) for inclusion in this 
homecoming exhibition. 

Their participation reinforces the notion that artists 
can successfully cross disciplines. All three artists have 
produced Limited Edition artworks which are exclusively 
available for purchase on digital platform START.art

Saatchi gallery’s director, Philly Adams also notes the 
sensorial experience of South Korean art and its impact. 
“This survey of work highlights an exciting new 
generation of artists, providing an arresting insight into 
the future of art in South Korea.  With a long history of 
fine art tradition, contemporary South Korean artists are 
fast reaching international audiences through film, 
pop culture, fine art, fashion and new media.”
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K-POP STARS FEATURING IN KOREAN EYE EXHIBITION

Ohnim (Mino, Winner) Yoo yeon (Seung Yoon, Winner) HENRY LAU (Henry, formerly of Super Junior-M)

V I S I T  W W W. S TA R T . A R T  T O  P U R C H A S E  L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N  P R I N T S  &  W E A R A B L E  A R T W O R K S

LIMITED EDITION HOODIE LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT
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LIMITED EDITION PRINT LIMITED EDITION PRINT



Notes to Editors:
Parallel Contemporary Art:
In 2008 David and Serenella Ciclitira founded Parallel Contemporary Art (PCA) and teamed up with Saatchi 
Gallery to launch the Global Eye Programme. As passionate art collectors, they felt strongly that trips to Korea 
had opened their eyes to a new emerging art world that they both wanted to focus on in more depth. Their 
idea was to provide a platform to contextualise this work by publishing books that would document particular 
movements and scenes in Korea and Greater Asia. It was a natural step from that to then stage exhibitions that 
focused on some of the artists in the books. The programme additionally aims to develop arts infrastructure in 
territories where this is lacking, in order to provide artists with the platforms, support and recognition that they 
need to develop their careers.

The Global Eye Programme and Korean Eye:
Previous projects from the Eye Programme include Korean Eye (2009 & 2012), Indonesian Eye (2011), Hong 
Kong Eye (2013) Malaysian Eye (2014), Singapore Eye (2015), Thailand Eye (2015), Vietnam Eye (2016) and Korean 
Eye 2020 (2020) a series of international touring exhibitions and publications providing emerging artists with 
opportunities to showcase their work. 

Korean Eye 2020, presented by Hana Bank, marks the project’s 10th anniversary. The exhibition ‘Creativity 
and Daydream’ launched digitally, due to the global pandemic Covid-19 at the State Hermitage Museum, 
St Petersburg in March 2020. The virtual opening was live-streamed and attracted more than 5,000 attendees, 
40,000 people from all over the globe have virtually visited the exhibition which was extended by more than 
two months to allow the Hermitage and the exhibition to open to physical visitors. In late September until 25 
October 2020 the exhibition travelled to London’s Saatchi Gallery, where it was installed at START Art Fair. 
Ahead of the London leg of the exhibition, five artworks by K-pop musician and artist Mino, of band WINNER, 
were included in the expanded presentation to great acclaim. The Seoul homecoming exhibition has also been 
expanded to now bring together 26 Korean contemporary artists. The accompanying book published by SKIRA 
featuring 75 artists launched on 21 October at Saatchi Gallery during START Art Fair. The opening ceremony and 
book launch were presided over and attended by H.E. Enna Park, Republic of Korea Ambassador to the United 
Kingdom and H.E. Andrei Kelin, Russian Federation Ambassador to the United 
Kingdom.

Today, the Global Eye Programme involves exhibitions, books, prizes and art fairs that take place around the 
world. It has hosted more than 36 exhibitions that have been viewed by more than three million people. There 
have to date been 16 Korean Eye exhibitions in Seoul, London, Singapore, St Petersburg, New York & Abu Dhabi.

Ohnim, 4th First Love, 2020, Acrylic on canvas, 150 x 150 cmYoo yeon, Vision, 2020, Photography, 100 x 200 cm
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START.art:
START.art, launching 23 June 2021, will become the first global platform for Korean contemporary art.  

An innovative, e-commerce platform, that curates emerging artists and brings their work to a global audience, 
START.art aims to be a one-stop destination for artists, galleries and collectors worldwide, selling traditional and 
digital art, as well as art-based merchandise.  Artists will be able to mint and sell NFTs on the platform, which will 
accept crypto- currencies.

The platform is the culmination of over a decade of work by the Ciclitiras in the realm of Korean contemporary 
art, raising awareness of the fascinating output from this region and bringing it, through publications and exhibi-
tion, to an international public.  Now, by taking it into the digital realm, the audience reach and impact becomes 
even greater. Ultimately this platform will be extended to incorporate timely art TV, with up-to-date art news, 
reviews of exhibition openings, artist interviews and gallery reviews from around the world.  Initially updated 
weekly, START.art will, in time, become a daily source of art news.

As well as becoming a key sales platform for selected artists and artworks, featuring key names from the Global 
Eye Programme, START.art will also serve as an education tool for the first-time collector, with expert curators on 
hand to give advice.  The platform is soft-launching at the Korean Eye 2020 exhibition in Seoul this June,  for which 
it will carry a limited, selection of works by featured Korean Eye 2020 and START Art Fair artists, as well as exclu-
sive limited-edition artworks and merchandise by the 3 K-pop stars – HENRY LAU, Ohnim and Yoo yeon – who are 
premiering their artwork at the Korean Eye 2020 Lotte World Tower exhibition.  
START.art will then be populated with a much wider range of artworks for the 
opening of START Art Fair, in London during Frieze Week, this October 2021.

The Hermitage 20/21 project:
Since its launch in 2007 “Hermitage 20/21” has staged around 40 exhibitions, as well as several research and 
educational projects aimed at illuminating major contemporary art trends. The project’s exhibitions fall into five 
main categories: solo exhibitions of well-known classics of contemporary art, group exhibitions of young artists 
from different countries, architecture exhibitions, photography exhibitions, and the project “Sculpture in the 
Great Courtyard of the Winter Palace”. Educational programmes play a key role in the Hermitage’s work in the 
contemporary art field focused on revealing the inner workings of the present-day industry. They include 
meetings with artists, curators, competitions, round tables and workshops.

State Hermitage Museum:
The State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg is Russia’s premier art museum. It began life as the private art 
collection of the imperial family and was nationalised and greatly expanded after the Revolution. The Museum 
is housed in the buildings of the former imperial palace in the centre of St Petersburg. They comprise the 
Baroque Winter Palace built by Bartolemeo Rastrelli for the Empress Elizabeth, the Neoclassical Small Hermit-
age, Old Hermitage and Hermitage Theatre built by Vallin de la Mothe, Yuri Velten and Giacomo Quarenghi for 
Catherine the Great and the Historicist New Hermitage built by Leo von Klenze for Nicholas I. The latter was 
built as a museum where the cream of the imperial collection could be shown to the public. It opened its doors 
in 1852 and was known as the Imperial Hermitage Museum up until 1917. The east wing of the General Staff 

State Hermitage Museum, Russia Saatchi Gallery, UK Lotte World Tower, South Korea
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Saatchi Gallery:
Saatchi Gallery aims to provide an innovative forum for contemporary art, presenting work by largely unseen 
young artists or by international artists whose work has been rarely or never exhibited in the UK. The audience 
for exhibitions of contemporary art has increased widely during recent years as general awareness and interest in 
contemporary art has developed both in Britain and abroad. When Saatchi Gallery first opened over twenty-five 
years ago it was only those who had a dedicated interest in contemporary art who sought out the gallery to see 
work by new artists. The audience, however, has built steadily over the years and in its current home on King’s 
Road visitor numbers now exceed 1.5million per annum, with over 2,000 schools a year organising student visits. 

Hana Bank:
Hana Bank President and CEO Park Sung Ho expressed his delight that Hana Bank’s sponsorship is able to serve 
as a wonderful opportunity to discover and nurture the careers of emerging Korean artists. He stated, “Hana Bank 
is highly committed to the development of the arts and culture sector, and we endeavour to fulfil our motto: 
“A financial institution grows as its symbiotic relationship with the local community strengthens”. Korean Eye 
is a particularly meaningful project that introduces talented up-and-coming Korean artists to a global audience. 
The collaboration between Korean Eye 2020 and Hana Bank strives to contribute to the growth of Korean 
contemporary art and in doing so encourage all these talented artists.”

Korean Eye 2020 is presented by Hana Bank, the catalyst behind the launch of Korean Eye 2020, leveraging its 
unique international footprint to support and bring life to the exhibitions. 

Hana Bank was established on 25 June 1971 and has since then grown to become the leader in Korea’s financial 
market. Services include asset management, foreign exchange, digital finance, and a wide Global network. 

Hana Bank has been awarded the Best Private Banking awards from The Banker since 2017 and most recently 
from Euromoney, bringing the number of awards to 12. It is also noteworthy that the bank was duly awarded the 
‘2020 Best Foreign Exchange Provider in Korea’ by Global Finance magazine for 19 consecutive years. 
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Oak Jungho, Freak Show, 2019, Colour, 4K video, 14:28 min.



Gosari, Moving In (Sungbuk-dong) 1, 2018, Framed photograph, 90.3 x 60.3 cmCody Choi, Noblesse Hybridige #19919C, 2019, Oil, 
cashew paint, artificial marble, 89.7 x 76.2 cm

Artists:
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Jungki BEAK
Based on an interest in religions, science and orien-
tal philosophy, Beak tries to explain principles that 
cannot be visually described through words. Beak 
strongly believes that our world is basically inter-
twined with the water we use and consume, and he 
attempts to articulate his belief through his visual 
language. 

Cody CHOI 
“Like cold weather, ‘culture’ is invisible, but it defi-
nitely exists, surrounding and influencing us as in-
dividuals. Therefore, I agonised over the reason of 
this existence, as well as the restrictions of an artist. 
I have been persistently focusing on the phenome-
non where two different cultures clash, creating the 
third-culture.” Choi majored in Sociology at Korea 
University and Design and Fine Arts at Art Center 
College of Design in the United States.  Choi works 
with a wide range of media, spanning from paint-
ing and sculpture to neon lighting, installation, ink 
drawing and computer graphics. Choi’s artwork 
has been featured in many solo and group exhibi-
tions in Europe, USA and Asia, including his show 
at the Korean Pavilion at the 57th Venice Biennale. 

Yoonsuk CHOI
Yoonsuk Choi describes himself as a collector and 
recorder. Choi is interested in the episodes of negli-
gence in everyday life. What he looks at are his triv-
ial objects and mediocre routines, which he call his 
‘property.’ As an artist Choi is presenting his assets 
to the public. Choi’s strategy is to take a step away 
from a simple everyday routine and observe him-
self in his daily life. 

Doowon
Doowon frequently travels to rural places in coun-
tries around the world such as India, Pakistan and 
Nepal for new inspiration and energy to create his 
paintings. Without a formal education in art, he 
believes that nature is the best teacher. Instead of 
painting on traditional canvas, Doowon paints on 
local fabric found while traveling. Stones, animal 
tails, discarded buttons, and antiques found at 
flea markets are valuable materials to him. Each of 
Doowon’s works entails an interesting storytelling 

with his imagination. The titles of the works are also 
part of his identity. A humorous title with a creative 
story provides the freedom for imagination and 
appreciation. The combination of animals and ar-
tefacts in his works are expressed as a harmonious 
relationship that depend on each other. 

Gosari
Gosari is interested in the relationship between 
objects and spaces that have been neglected. Her 
main inspiration comes from revealing things that 
are invisible to some but exist. Her intention is to 
try to confront the long-lived invisible or remaining 
traces of physical or emotional relationships in the 
unrecognised realities of life. 

Young In HONG 
Young In Hong describes herself as an artist looking 
for ways to question the idea of ‘equality’, and how 
equality can be practised through art. The practice 
of equality to Hong is tested through exploring 
marginalised cultural practices as well as through 
questioning the hierarchy embedded in society. 
Having learned her sewing skills from seamstress-
es at Seoul’s Dongdaemun market, where such fe-
male labour is considered lower class, Hong tries to 
question the role of female craft in the history of 
modern South Korea. Hong has been exploring her 
own ways of delegitimising history. She believes 
that history should not be a past narrative writ-
ten by historians backed up by a certain political 
regime. History should be something open to the 
public, a narrative that could be re-written differ-
ently according to different individuals as an on-go-
ing project. Her public-participatory performances 
and archive-based image works investigate these 
possibilities. Hong’s ‘photo-scores’ are a type of 
music score that she first developed in 2017, based 
on historical archival photos. ‘Rhythmic Flowers’ 
(2016) and ‘Burning with Triadic Harmony’ (2016) 
are crucial pieces anticipating the photo-scores. 

Hoyeon KANG
Kang has mainly worked with sculpture, instal-
lation and photography since earlier studies at 
Seoul National University and the Royal College 
of Art, UK. His work delivers indirect visual images 

of nature and his multi- sensible/synesthesia in-
stallations invite viewers to engage, by using daily 
objects and simple scientific principles. Beginning 
with his recent project ‘Anthropology’, Kang has 
expanded his work about cognition through ma-
terials such as senses, experience, daily life, myths, 
and the universe. 

Eunha KIM
Eunha Kim is a recent graduate of Suwon Universi-
ty School of Fine Arts. Her fast food artworks are a 
reflection of herself and society, showing that she 
‘loves herself the way she is.’ Kim’s junk food collag-
es are created with clothes that don’t fit anymore or 
that people threw out. She paints over the clothes 
to create her collages but recently has begun to ex-
periment more with the actual texture and colours 
of the clothes she is working with to accentuate the 
different textures in her work. 

Helena Parada KIM
Helena Parada Kim, whose work is featured on 
the cover of the exhibition’s accompanying book 
Korean Eye 2020: Contemporary Korean art, was 
born to a Korean nurse and a Spanish immigrant 
worker in Cologne, Germany. She studied art at 
the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf where her ar-
tistic capability gained recognition as a disciple 
of world- renowned artist Professor Peter Doig. 
Deeply touched by photographs featuring Kore-
an nurses dispatched to Germany that she saw in 
her mother’s photoalbum, she became interested 
in the history and culture of Korea. Through this 
exploration into her own Korean identity Parada 
Kim began tackling subject matters such as Korean 
nurses, hanbok (Korean traditional clothing), and 
ancestral rites. Parada Kim has produced a variety 
of series with the subject matter of the hanbok, ex-
ploring the personal stories pertaining to this tra-
ditional dress. The hanbok in her paintings ushers 
viewers to a specific era and moment, extending 
the arena of exploration from an individual to a 
collective history. To the artist, the act of executing 
paintings with Korean subject matter is a long pro-
cess of searching for her identity as a Korean, but 
to other Koreans, it may serve as an opportunity to 
pictorially remind themselves of facets of Korean 

Artists:



HENRY LAU, Starry, 2020, Acrylic on canvas, 116 x 91 cm
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history less familiar in contemporary times. Her 
work reflects a variety of influences, from Titian, 
to Velazquez to Dutch still life painting. The motifs 
of her paintings are faithful to traditional painting 
techniques while reflecting aspects of contempo-
rary society and history. Placed throughout her 
paintings, these motifs work as significant clues 
into the history of an age and reflect on specific 
events identified by the artist.

Hun Kyu KIM
Hun Kyu Kim studied MA painting at the Royal Col-
lege of Art, London where he currently lives. His 
He paints delicately on silk with traditional orien-
tal pigment used for ancient East Asian religious 
paintings. Regarding the works of art by Hun-Kyu, 
Kim, he makes fables that are his only by making 
the history that takes place at the point where the 
time and the space cross each other and the gaz-
es of the individuals who belong to it into a con-
tradictory situation and metaphor. The stories get 
converted into the visual images, they cannot be 
regulated clearly, and they reveal the life, itself, of 
human beings, which is like a puzzle. On the one 
hand, through the device called the “fable”, they 
compressively show the whole process in which 
the history of the human being, in which the bar-
barism is inherent, unceasingly circulates without 
any regard to east and west. Through his paintings, 
we can peep into the appearances of 21st century 
storytellers.

Juree KIM
Juree Kim has a keen interest in our ever changing 
and sometimes disappearing physical environ-
ment. Kim uses medium-specific properties to offer 
sensational descriptions of scenes, captured in our 
daily lives, of places we wish to escape to. Elements 
of nature, such as water, soil, and light, inspire much 
of her work. 

KOO Jeong A
The work of Koo Jeong A incorporates transfor-
mative objects for still and moving images, sound 
and scent. These disparate mediums are combined 

with elements such as wind, gravity and site-specif-
ic interventions into architectural space. Often us-
ing commonplace matter in order to conjure up al-
ternative realities, not only geographically but also 
astrally. The work projects the viewer into different 
eras, countries, personalities, other forms of intel-
ligence. As Frank Boehm pointed out Koo Jeong A 
works with a wide range of varying expressions and 
characters who are part of an on-going narrative 
that might call into play the idea of “correlations” of 
Friedrich Kiesler, of relations between works, ideas 
and projects in various disciplines that are so close 
as to become interdependent events, always oscil-
lating which the viewer must decipher and unravel. 

HENRY LAU
Henry is an artist, actor, producer and classically 
trained musician of Chinese-Canadian heritage. 
Last year Henry took-up pendulum painting, he 
treats each canvas as a performance meticulously 
planning each piece, yet embracing the sometimes 
unexpected and unpredictability of paint. He will 
debut this series publicly under the name HENRY 
LAU. 

Jungjin LEE
Through the medium of photography, Jungjin Lee’s 
work embodies the primitive resonance that na-
ture conveys. Yet this isn’t necessarily an interpre-
tation of nature – rather, it’s a feeling that precedes 
his thinking. Though finding inspiration in nature 
is fundamentally a personal experience, due to its 
proximity to the true essence of life it invokes the 
equivalent resonance into the viewer as well. Lee’s 
photography verges on voice, not language. The 
process of combining handcrafted hanji (Korean 
mulberry paper) and contemporary digital tech-
nique results in a balance between the visible im-
age and texture that adds to his works’ meditative, 
picturesque and immersive character. 

Sea Hyun Lee
The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) cuts across the Ko-
rean Peninsula, acting as a buffer zone between 
North and South Korea. Sometimes referred to 
as the last front of the Cold War, it is a supremely 

ghostly landscape – a mountainous range that is 
seemingly untouched by civilisation and yet is also 
one of the most symbolically loaded landscapes in 
the world. It could be described as the most natural 
and the most denaturalised landscape imaginable. 
Sea Hyun Lee locates his work in this setting. In 
his paintings, he endlessly reconstructs and re-
constitutes the landscape of the DMZ. Reworking 
fragments of terrain and blocks of land and water, 
he creates a world that functions according to the 
logic of its own terms. In this sense, it is a world that 
is entirely hermetic, appropriately so, considering 
that the territory Lee depicts is defined by the very 
impregnability of its borders. Lee works by using 
a manner of construction that is akin to collage, a 
constant shuffling of recurring fragments. And in-
deed, the series ‘02 Between Red’ is at first glance 
overwhelmingly simple. A series of landscape 
paintings is rendered in delicate washes of red, 
while large swaths of unmarked white meander be-
tween islands of crimson land. 

Sekyung Lee 
Korean artist Sekyung Lee (b. 1973, Seoul, South 
Korea) works with an entirely different, unique 
technique to design the surfaces of white porce-
lain objects such as plates, tiles, or other functional 
objects, using traditional patterns such as those 
produced by the Meissen porcelain manufacturer. 
Only a closer look reveals that the artist
has traced the motifs with human hair, in de-
tail-oriented handiwork. As a South Korean artist, 
Sekyung Lee thus appropriates motifs from Euro-
pean Biedermeier society, yet at the same time, she 
subverts its values by using material it would have 
considered abjectly humble. 

Wonwoo Lee
“A concept which penetrates my practices in whole 
would be ‘evocation of daily life through ironical 
situations’. I am exploring what our lives are com-
prised of, and by putting in somewhat subtle situ-
ations into a reality, I am evoking the viewers’ life. 
Humor and jokes have acted as tools that make 
me move freely from the real world to my world of 
imaginations.” 

Korean Eye 2020: Contemporary Korean Art



LEE Yongbaek
LEE Yongbaek(b. 1966, Korea) has been actively 
working in Korea and abroad since graduating from 
the department of painting at Hongik University, 
Korea 1990, the Department of Painting at Suttgart 
State Academy of Art and design, Germany,1993, 
and the Department of Sculpture at the Graduate 
School of the same university, 1995.  From the early 
1990s, LEE has worked with various technologies, 
from single-channel video, sound, kinetics and ro-
botics. LEE is recognised as a representative artist 
in these artistic fields in South Korea. His work is 
highly acclaimed not only due to his technological 
experiments, but also his ability to contain the pe-
culiar political and cultural issues of our time and 
his imagination using technology. Recently, LEE 
has presented new works covering a wide range 
of genres from video, which he has long been con-
centrating on, to sculpture and painting. LEE, while 
maintaining a unity with his existing works, is able 
to explore the different and does not insist on us-
ing only the familiar. LEE’s recent works effectively 
arrange and highlight his interest in existence, soci-
ety, religion and politics.

Oak Jungho
Oak Jungho is a photographer and video artist with 
a background in performance. His work focuses on 
the ‘inconvenient feeling of foreignness’ derived 
from the reality and daily life in South Korean so-
ciety. Oak’s artworks are like two sides of a coin 
or the reflection of a mirror, depicting motions of 
futile tragedy and motions of futile comedy. These 
motions (or gestures) try to depict the ‘misery of 
the world,’ but since they cannot but be ‘imperfect 
imitations,’ can never be a true testament of the 
reality of misery. When focusing on the ‘imperfect’ 
aspect, these imitations will always be lacking an 
accurate depiction. However, when focusing on im-
itation/ gesture, his view of reality is not presented 
as a caricature of reality or a character, but in turn a 
‘realisation of caricature.’ 

Ohnim
Known globally in the music world as Mino, this 
rapper and producer from the Kpop band Win-
ner began painting with acrylics in his early 20s, 

through his practice he aims to express the com-
plexity between light and dark feelings with an 
open ending. He will present his paintings under 
the name Ohnim. 

Da In Park
Da In Park’s specific focus is to reflect rituals and 
the institutional framework of politics through in-
stallations and performances. She studied Fine Arts 
at the Tokyo University of The Arts. Recent projects 
include the Camden Arts Centre’s collaborative 
international residency at the Slade School of Fine 
Art, UCL. 

Hyojin PARK
Hyojin Park (b.1974) Lives and works in Seoul, South 
Korea. In 2011 Park gained a MFA (Master of Fine 
Art), Goldsmiths college, University of London, UK 
after previously studying in Korea gaining 1998-
2002 MA (Sculpture), Ewha Woman’s University, 
Seoul, Korea 1994-1998 BA (Sculpture), Ewha Wom-
an’s University, Seoul, Korea.
As a base Park uses iconic sculptures such as Nike, 
David, Poseidon and Madonna who are the human 
figures or the humanlike god/ goddess in mythol-
ogy representing the paradise of humans. The 
white and blue porcelain she also uses represent 
the highest level of cultural products. Whereas the 
realistic paradise sustains the base, the splendid 
flowers in the upper part are the products of higher 
desire and show the untouchable and unattainable 
paradise. Colourful pigments pour over the crazy 
feast of flowers in full bloom splendidly in all sea-
sons and for all time. However these bunches of 
flowers that burst out desire, fiercely and breath-
lessly are fake flowers, ceased in the most impres-
sive moment and show nothing but castrated de-
sire. As the sculptures and white/blue porcelain are 
not authentic originals but reproduced imitations, 
the reality itself that we dream may not be real.

Kwantaeck Park
Kwantaeck Park reveals some parts of the extinc-
tive world from our mind through visual language 
and convention which causes limitation and ex-
pansion of the senses. The extinctive objects repre-
sent the social value that have fallen behind by the 
logic of power and the memories that fade within 

the layers of the time cycles history. Park transfers 
his idea onto the artworks in the form of installa-
tions, sculptures, drawings, and performances with 
the mixed images that bring aesthetic experience 
and social perception. 

Park Miock
Park Miock is a conceptual and new media artist. 
Like translating one language into another, she 
translates media and senses. She mainly uses the 
method of ‘meta-pattern’ in her work by connect-
ing or extreme suggesting two seemingly unrelat-
ed patterns of systems. Through her works, she 
attempts to remind us of the arbitrariness of rela-
tionship. Miock studied visual communication at 
the Berlin University of the Arts in Germany and 
earned a master’s degree in new media at the same 
school. She worked as a participant in the 13th 
SeMA Nanji Residency program and 10th Youn-
geun Creative Studio. 

Meekyoung Shin
Meekyoung Shin’s focus is on the concept of ‘Trans-
lation,’ something that grew following her re-loca-
tion from South Korea to London where the dis-
tinct cultural differences between western society 
and Korea were highlighted. This prompted Shin 
to consider, in the development of her work, the 
importance of shifting localities and cultural un-
derstanding. She applied this thinking to museums 
and museum collections, and what this meant for 
the cultural objects contained within them focus-
ing on objects that have been relocated from one 
society and culture to another. 

Yoo yeon
Kang Seung-yoon is an accomplished musician, 
actor, photographer and member of hit K-pop 
band Winner. Kang’s passion for photography has 
become increasingly important to him in recent 
years. He will unveil his photography practice at 
Korean Eye 2020: Creativity and Daydream under 
the name Yoo yeon. 

Hoyeon Kang, Anthropology, 2019, Mixed media, 150 x 150 x 150 cm
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